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What's New in the?

Sannu's Agent Calendar is a free speaking calendar that shows you all the dates which your Windows Calendar
shows. Plus it speaks Date and Time also. Download and enjoy this small program by Sannu Mahaan. Download
link : Description: "Bully-free for Kids" is a Productivity Program for kids that helps them be as productive as
possible while not being bothered by bullies or bully-related problems. It provides a lot of fun and useful tools
like weather forecast, alarms, games, notes, tasks, time-keepers, etc. as well as a game mode. It also features a
competition between kids. You can also download "Bully-free for Kids" directly from GitHub repository. Please
visit the GitHub page for more details. Download link : Description: Super Google Reader is a replacement for
Google Reader with support for viewing, editing, exporting, downloading, and adding feeds to Pocket. It's
similar to Reeder. Features: * Support Pocket Reader. * Auto-download new feeds. * Views and navigation are
greatly improved. * Export and print posts. * Supports Pocket. * 2 themes included. * Clean and simple
interface. * Export RSS to OPML. * Better RSS handling. * View/remove/archive all feeds. * Import feeds
from Reeder. * Compact mode. * Restore selected feeds. * Show download/delete count. * Search all posts. *
Offline mode. * Notes. * Bookmarks. * Login with google or Facebook. * Clean desktop. Description: Super
Google Reader is a replacement for Google Reader with support for viewing, editing, exporting, downloading,
and adding feeds to Pocket. It's similar to Reeder. Features: * Support Pocket Reader. * Auto-download new
feeds. * Views and navigation are greatly improved. * Export and print posts. * Supports Pocket. * 2 themes
included. * Clean and simple interface. * Export RSS to OPML. * Better RSS handling. * View/remove/archive
all feeds. * Import feeds from Reeder. * Compact mode. * Restore selected feeds. * Show download/delete
count. * Search all posts. * Notes. * Bookmarks. * Login with google or Facebook. * Clean desktop.
Description: Super Google Reader is a replacement for Google Reader with support for viewing, editing,
exporting, downloading, and adding feeds to Pocket. It's similar to Reeder. Features: * Support Pocket Reader. *
Auto-download new feeds. * Views and navigation are greatly
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System Requirements For Sannu 039;s Agent Calendar:

Microsoft® Windows® 7/8/10 (64-bit), Intel® Core™ i3, i5, i7 (1.6GHz), 4GB RAM (8GB recommended),
20GB free space on hard drive, DirectX®9.0c compatible graphics card (optional). Other Requirements: OS file
extracted The inclusion of certain optional features and this game being based on the renowned freeware game
Defense of the Ancients, could cause this game to be less stable on lower-end systems
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